Abstract
99
Here we used single formant artificial vowels, which were generated using binary click were ramped on and off using a Hanning window and played three times in succession (see Figure   109 1A; sound stimuli are in supplementary files 1-4), such that the stimuli presented to the animals 110 were 600ms long. The stimuli were presented at a sound level of 70 dB SPL, simultaneously from 111 two speakers located symmetrically on the both sides of the platforms, so the sound level at the 112 position of the animals ears was equal when the animal was in the "nose poke" position at the start 113 of the trial (see Figure 1D ).
114
For the training and for analysis of neuronal responses it was crucial for the sounds to be 115 easily distinguishable. For this reason we ensured that the distance between formant peaks (0.5 116 octaves) was well above the frequency difference at which rats reach plateau performance in tone 
Apparatus

123
The arena consisted of two platforms, each with a layout as illustrated in Figure 1C 
Auditory categorization task
132
The day prior to behavioral testing, animals were placed on a water restricted dry food diet. The reaction times (from sound onset to the approach to the reward site) were measured.
142
Since our setup required the animal to move just 13 cm from nose poke to reward spout, reaction 143 times are a better measure of behavior than video tracking, where errors can exceed ±2 cm (Jensen 144 and Lisman, 2000). One key aim of this study was to dissociate neuronal coding of stimulus identity 145 from any aspect of explicit behavior (either ongoing or planned), for example when the animals' 146 response causes them to move into or out of hippocampal place fields. We therefore considered a 147 neuron to be sensitive to the acoustic stimuli only if its response patterns differentiated cases where 148 the stimuli differed, even though the animal's behavioral responses were the same, i.e. it turned in 149 the same direction, and did so with comparable speed, for both stimuli. By disregarding all the 150 sessions in which the reaction times for the two stimuli associated with either response direction on 151 either platform differed significantly (p<0.05, Wilcoxon rank sum test, 14% of cases), we exclude 152 the possibility that any systematic variability in the animals' motor response, which might be 153 differentially encoded by hippocampal place cells, could be misinterpreted as stimulus-related 154 neuronal activity.
155
Before and after the training session, the room was illuminated by visible light, so the rats 156 had the opportunity to use visual cues to orient themselves relative to the layout of the experimental 157 chamber and apparatus.
158
Surgery and electrophysiological recordings
159
Once the rats reached ≥70% correct performance on both platforms, they were implanted 160 with chronic recording electrodes. To do so, they were anesthetized with a mixture of Zoletil (30 mg for postoperative analgesia and prophylaxis against infection, and were allowed to recover for one 170 week to 10 days after surgery before testing resumed.
171
After recovery from electrode implantation the animals were retrained for 1-2 sessions to get 172 them accustomed to performing the task with a microdrive and cable attached. They then performed 173 regular behavioral tests with the categorization paradigm described above, during which neuronal 174 responses were recorded from the tetrode array using Neuralynx data acquisition equipment (analog-175 wired Cheetah acquisition system). Tetrodes had impedances between 100-500 kΩ. We usually 176 recorded between 1 and 6 single units per tetrode. Spikes were presorted automatically using from the sound onset to 1 second after.
218
Since for each neuron we took into account many time points, multiple comparisons had to 219 be accounted for. This was done using a permutation test which tested the null hypothesis that the identity signal than could be expected based firing rate fluctuations unrelated to the stimuli.
250
Statistical significance of response direction-related information
251
Response direction is the side to which the rat turned to obtain water. When the "turn right" 
Context-dependence of sound sensitivity
269
The design of the experiment allowed us to test for unambiguous neuronal sensitivity to The distribution expected by chance was calculated as follows. Under the assumption of After conclusion of the recording experiments, the animals were overdosed with 318 intraperitoneal injection of the anesthetic urethane and transcardially perfused with 10% formalin.
319
Brains were sectioned in the coronal plane and stained with cresyl violet. Electrode tracks were responses. The rats were initially trained on one of the two nearly identical training platforms until 332 they performed at ≥70% correct for all four sounds. This took between 1.5 and 2 months. Next, they
333
were trained in the same task on the second platform with the same stimulus-response associations
334
(in rat-centered coordinates). Although the behavioral task and sound stimuli were identical, the ). The lack of immediate transfer of reward contingencies suggests the animals may 340 have formed two distinct representations of the task, one for each of the two training platforms.
341
Alternatively it can stem from the conflict between a room centered representation of the arena and 342 a self-centered representation.
343
To quantify the representation of sound identity, we measured the information carried by after the sound onset ( Figure 4A ).
There were insufficient number of error trials to permit an analysis of whether the 361 representation of specific sounds was equivalent on correct and incorrect trials. conditions were classified as sound-sensitive at a p<0.05 significance level, a number close to the 377 expected "false alarm" rate of 5%. We compared the frequency of such responses across the 378 population using the stimulus label shuffling "meta test" described in the Methods, and found no 379 evidence for statistically significant sound coding across the population as a whole (p=0.39).
380
Moreover, among the neurons that did exceed the criterion, the median quantity of sound 
Neuronal representation of response direction
391
A wealth of literature documents that many neurons in rat hippocampus are highly sensitive 392 the animals' location in space, and one might therefore expect a number of neurons in our sample to 393 be sensitive to whether the animal turned left or right to collect water reward. We tested for such 394 sensitivity by applying the same mutual information measures used to test for stimulus coding (see
395
Materials and Methods for details). Examples of neurons which showed response direction-
396
dependent firing on one of the two platforms only are shown in Figure 6A and B, while Figure 6C information at a median latency of 350 ms after the sound onset ( Figure 4B ).
406
Whenever there was a sufficient number of incorrect trials in order to characterize neuronal 407 firing on those trials, the firing of the response direction-sensitive neurons was found to be 408 associated with the animals' actions on those trials. The simplest interpretation is that these neurons 409 discriminated the actual direction of the movement rather than the stimulus category.
410
Relationship of sensitivity across different platforms 411 The fact that animals were tested on two nearly identical but differently located platforms 412 enabled us to investigate whether sound-related information present in the neuronal discharges 413 depended on the animal's spatial location, and how coding for sound identity and place interacted.
414
As will be seen, our data indicate that in the large majority of the cases sound-related information 415 was observed only when the rat performed the task on one of the two platforms, suggesting that 416 sound coding depended on spatial context.
417
The relationship between sound coding and spatial location was assessed as follows. When platform could not be predicted based on the sensitivity of the same neuron on the other platform.
424
Out of the 261 neurons in our sample, 48 gave significant sound identity information for only one of 425 the four response directions, 7 gave significant information for two response directions, and none properties. We derived a distribution of cell counts expected to occur in a population, given the 437 assumption of this independence (see Methods).
438
In Figure 7B we investigate the relationship between sensitivity to sound stimulus identity 
455
A neuron characterized as D-S+ is illustrated in Figure 8A -C while a neuron characterized as
456
D+S+ is illustrated in Figure 8D -F.
457
Firing properties of putative interneurons and pyramidal cells 458
Using the physiological criteria described in Methods and illustrated in Figure 9A , we Putative interneurons were more likely to be sensitive to stimulus identity, and carried more 
499
One potential difficulty in interpreting previous work is that, when stimuli and conditioned 500 responses are coupled, it is difficult to know whether neuronal activity recorded during an operant 
512
Neurons that discriminated between a sound pair when the animal was on one platform frequently 513 failed to discriminate between the same sound pair when the animal was on the other platform. As a our work nevertheless confirms and extends several of their findings. In one study (Sakurai, 1996) , 534 animals were trained in 3 different tasks: auditory discrimination, visual discrimination and a 535 configural auditory plus visual discrimination. The populations of neurons which were engaged in 536 each of these tasks were found to be partially overlapping. The author put forward the idea that these 537 overlapping assemblies arose from independent coding. Independence here is to be understood in 538 the statistical sense, meaning that the probability that any one neuron carries significant amounts of 539 visual information is not influenced by whether or not the same neuron encodes auditory or spatial 
554
These differences were statistically highly significant, but their neuroanatomical and functional 555 significance remains difficult to evaluate at present, given that distinguishing anatomically defined 556 neural populations on the basis of physiological criteria such as spike width and firing rate is not 557 without difficulty (Vigneswaran et al., 2011) and given that these observed differences between the 558 two physiologically distinguished cell types, although statistically highly significant, were 559 nevertheless not very large, and it is important to remember that.
560
While our results therefore agree with previous studies of rodent hippocampus, parallels with a memory system designed to collect "snapshots" of experience (Marr, 1971) . or right water spout was associated with the sound vowel sounds in order to obtain a water reward.
763
The opposite platform, where the identical behavior was performed, is depicted at the top of the 764 panels. 
